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  Pharmacist Helps in COVID time 
   Victor Garcia 

 
According to Covid-19 time so many members had affected with 
Corona it causes symptoms like fever, cough, cold, sneezes and 
shorten of breathe. It affects person to person because, it is easily 
spread. Due to spreading the virus all countries had underwent 
to the lockdown. 

While in lockdown also sometimes corona had affecting to so 
many persons and so many affected people had died also. In that 
criteria pharmacist helps a lot in crucial period of pandemic. 
While whole country at their homes pharmacists came out and 
prevented from Corona with different practices areas are on the 
front-lines of fighting this pandemic. 

As, pharmacist using their extensive medication who the patient 
affected to Covid 19 treated with antiviral and antibacterial, 
pharmacist helps the patient with temporary drugs due to not 
affect more and not to affect to the other population. 

Here we can discuss about 3 different types’ pharmacists  
Hospitalized Pharmacists: 

Who had affected with virus they have hospitalized due to 
sickness of their health at the time pharmacists will helps a lot. 
Pharmacists can tie up with WHO other national health 
organizations and they get an information how to treat with that 
and they will helpful to the affected persons with Covid or 
related illnesses. They also help to care for patients with 
underlying chronic medical conditions that may make them 
more vulnerable to the virus, such as lung disease, cancer, heart 
failure, and diabetes. the medicine would have been tested in a 
very small number of patients for a limited period of time. 

 

 
 
 
 
Hospitalized Pharmacists: 
 
Who had affected with virus they have hospitalized due to sickness of 
their health at the time pharmacists will helps a lot. Pharmacists can 
tie up with WHO, other national health organizations and they get 
an information how to treat with that and they will helpful to the 
affected persons with Covid or related illnesses. They also help to 
care for patients with underlying chronic medical conditions that 
may make them more vulnerable to the virus, such as lung disease, 
cancer, heart failure, and diabetes 
 
Industry Pharmacists: 

Most of the industry pharmacists work various roles including drug 
development. Many pharmacists in pharmaceutical industries, they 
developing the vaccine to prevent and treat illness During Covid-19 
most the industry pharmacists are Since from beginning corona, 
pharmacists had gave many guidelines have been published with 
recommendations for pharmacists as well as their responsibilities 
during the pandemic. However, few describe pharmacists' 
experiences in this novel context.  
 
Finally, in the pandemic time or uncertain time pharmacists did 
their help to the population to get awareness to don’t get pandemic 
with the virus. They giving awareness to maintain the masks every- 
time, sanitizing importance, in-taking drinks importance at every 
time. We are so, thankful for pharmacists and future pharmacists. 
Stay   Safe-    Stay    Healthy-    Be    negative    in    Corona. 
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